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Abstract

In recent years, there have been an increasing number of studies exploring the benefits of notational analysis both for sports and the sport sciences. Comparatively little empirical research exists, however, pertaining directly to the application and use of notational analysis. The aim of this paper is to explore the in-practice application of notational analysis. A sport scientist, an international coach and a former professional athlete, all having used notational analysis and unrelated to each other, were interviewed on their extensive experience in the use of notational analysis. The results indicated that, although the object and receiver of notational analysis process, the athlete is not included in the process itself, with the coach acting as the gatekeeper. An extrapolative argument is made with regards to the potential impacts of this practice, not least those on the motivation of the athlete.
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INTRODUCTION

Notational analysis, in its simplest terms, is the process of recording and analysing the movement of athletes during performance [1]. From the standpoint of the sport scientist, it is an approach that can robustly bring together theory and practice [2]. As a practical coaching tool, meanwhile, its manifest purpose is to provide objective (and often directly evaluative) data that inform and support the coaching process itself [3] in a range of constructive ways.

Hughes and Franks [4] cite five functions of notational analysis as being “...of paramount importance to the coaching process, the initial *raison d’être* of notational analysis…” These are: a) to provide immediate feedback, b) to assemble materials for database development; c) to indicate areas that mandate improvement; d) to evaluate specific aspects of performance, and e) to operate as a selection mechanism in assisting coaches and athletes. Franks [5], furthermore, posits that the techniques of performance analysis, including notation analysis itself, could and should provide a solid evidence base for coaching practice and athletic performance. Hughes [6] correspondingly argues that notational analysis, biomechanics and motor learning approaches (under the broader rubric of “‘performance analysis”) can provide objective evidence to inform the undertakings of coaches and athletes, but further maintains that active collaboration between coaches, athletes and those providing the data (be they biomechanists, psychologists or notation analysts) is instrumental in the development of informed practice.

This particular focus, upon the central role of collaboration in building effective practice, is evident elsewhere in the extant corpus of literature pertaining to performance analysis. Bartlett [7], for example, recognizes that feedback from performance analysis needs to “…provide coaches with information that adds to
what they can see for themselves.” McGarry [8], similarly, argues that the provision of appropriate information to coaches and performers is central to the business of improving both individual and team performances, while Lyons [9] empirically articulates a series of outcome-successful collaborations between performance analysts, coaches and athletes. A variety of notational analysis applications which may influence coaching practice and athletic development have to date been reported. These include time-motion analysis [10, 11], investigations of play and scoring patterns [12, 13], physiological responses and demands [14-16] and behavioural studies [17, 18], including coaching behaviour [19-22]. Notational analysis itself has been shown to have a diversity of structures [23] and its use is documented with respect to a variety of sports [24-30].

There has, thus, been a progressive and pervasive recognition of the benefits of notational analysis both in sports and in the sport sciences, and an extensive corpus of work has emerged relating to the development of notational analysis applications and, in particular, to the design of notational analysis systems [18, 31-33]. There has correspondingly, however, been comparatively little empirical research that pertains directly to the application and use of notational analysis by professionals in real-world sporting situations, and the specific human impacts thereof. Calls for more evidence in this area were made over a decade ago [7] but, to date, there has been distinctly limited contribution of this order (for example, investigating the delivery of performance analysis feedback by youth football coaches [34]).

The aim of this paper is, thus, to generate an exploratory analysis of the in-practice application of notational analysis. The resultant inducted models should
provide a firm basis for future deductive study that is grounded in the practical experience of in-the-field professionals, rather than in abstract hypothesis.

METHOD

An inductive case-study approach was employed to highlight the range and complexity of issues surrounding notational analysis provision within the concrete practices of international elite sport, as recommended by Franks [5] and Lees [1].

Participants

With institutional ethical approval, and using purposive sampling, participants were selected to be interviewed due primarily to their extensive experience in the use of notational analysis. Moreover, in order to ensure that a holistic, multi-layered account of these experiences of notational analysis was compiled, participants were also selected in terms of their specific representation of each of the three key roles related to its application: a sport scientist, an international coach and a former professional athlete. The participants themselves were, however, unconnected, each having been involved in a different sport (Tae Kwon Do, Netball and Rugby, respectively). There are two key benefits to using this ‘mutually exclusive’ approach in the selection of participants:

1. It ensures that commonalities and patterns emergent of the data relate to the broad use of notational analysis itself in sport, rather than to vagaries characteristic of a given sport or particular group, and;

2. It facilitates free expression among participants, who may venture opinions without the concern that their own professional counterparts are also involved in the study [35].
At the time the interviews were conducted, the sports scientist had been working with an International standard martial arts athlete and his coach for over 4 years and had developed the notational analysis system they used; the coach had been an international team manager and coach in netball and implemented notational analysis as part of the preparation for and during the under 19 European Championships; and the athlete was a former Rugby League international with a broad experience of notational analysis in-practice. All participants were made fully conversant with the aims of the study, and provided informed consent to that effect.

Procedure

The central collection procedure followed in this study is based on that utilised by Roberts et al. [36]. The research questions and selection criteria were initially identified. Subsequently, a general interview-based approach was identified as most likely to elicit the kind of data required from participants and, finally, the interview questions were formulated. A list of systematic but open-ended questions was constructed to chiefly focus upon participants’ introduction to notational analysis, their experiences of its use and their views regarding its effectiveness, and therefore facilitating two key outcomes: (a) all participants would present opinions on the same key topics (thereby ensuring a degree of lateral comparability of response), and (b) there was also sufficient flexibility within the schedule for participants to voice novel or unexpected ideas. This approach ensured an inductive output, grounded in participant experience, rather than one that reproduced researcher-led assumptions [37]. Individual, in-depth interviews were then conducted. Researchers conducted each interview to reduce the potential error and bias that can emerge from single-investigator interviews [38].

Analysis
Analysis was conducted using the systematic qualitative data analysis process outlined by Miles & Huberman [39], consisting of data reduction, data display and data verification/conclusion drawing. Through the above process, the data was selected and simplified, and then displayed in a way that would help to draw conclusions. Finally, triangular consensus validation, which involves a third person experienced in qualitative analysis, was employed, in order to remove any possible effects of misinterpretation [38, 40, 41]. Recurrent and consistent themes were then tabulated and schematised diagrammatically, and dissonant perspectives were explored in relation to participant standpoint with a view to elucidating how they may have emerged in situ.

RESULTS

Analysis of the data identified the following general “consensus model” of the notational analytic process in-practice (Figure 1) built only from consistent, uncontested themes evident in all three interviews. It should be noted that this schematisation embeds two concepts derived from Bruno Latour’s [42] seminal analyses of scientific systems in-action. The first, the “Black Box”, refers to the set of processes and activities involved in the production of scientific knowledge from raw data, processes which are complex and often contingent, but which are also often opaque to those not directly involved in them (measurement techniques, data collection methods, analytic procedures and so forth). The second, the “Immutable Mobile” is the output of the black-boxed activity (a package of graphs, charts, models etc.), a condensed, finalised and task-oriented report which has transsituational relevance, practical application and comparability to other “mobiles” of similar order.
Fundamentally, this model describes a circular process in which athletic performance is measured, the data processed and interpreted by coach and scientist within a black-boxed sub-process, an immutable mobile is produced and this is fed back to the athlete who then integrates the feedback into further performance, which is in turn measured. The process is not, however, a “perfect circle”; there are key interventions at certain nodes that have significant impacts upon the relationships between key participants. The cornerstone concepts underpinning this broad model are systematically evidenced in Tables 1-3 (below).

In Table 1, qualitative consensus evidence is provided for a broad interpretation of the athlete’s role within the notational analytic process as being concurrently, and virtually exclusively, one of “object” and “audience.”

Table 2 shows evidence for the presence of the first of the notational analysis “information gates” shown in Figure 1 (marked “IN”), a node at which specific information is either allowed to pass through, or prevented from doing so by given agents or agencies. It is clear herein that the coach assumes (and is seen to assume) the gatekeeping role between the athlete and the key scientific tasks involved in the collection of notational analytic data; i.e. she directs both the form and content of interaction between scientist and athlete during data collection.
In Table 3, evidence is displayed for the second of the information gates ("OUT" in Figure 1). Here the coach, once again, assumes the primary gatekeeping role, but in this case with respect to the athlete’s access to the immutable mobile.

The collected data evidences that, in these cases, a central feature of the working relationship between the sport scientist and coach are the clear and distinctive roles delineating the input of theoretical/scientific knowledge on (by the scientist) from that of practical/sport specific knowledge (by the coach). These mutually-understood positions form the basis of a practical negotiation regarding the use of the data from which the immutable mobile ultimately emerges. In Figure 2, a process model of this activity (contained within the “Black Box” section of Figure 1) is generated using only uncontested themes within the coach and scientist interviews; this is due, as will be further elaborated in the discussion, to this section of the process being largely (and actively) “hidden” from the athlete.
Evidence for the largely symbiotic, but externally opaque, coach-scientist activities involved in the production of the immutable mobile is displayed in Table 4.

**TABLE 4 NEAR HERE**

**DISCUSSION**

Results of the study confirmed the use of notational analysis across three distinct sports, and with respect to a variety of technical and social configurations. The scientist recounted extensive direct collaboration with a coach:

“Coach and myself we done everything, he couldn’t do it without me, I couldn’t do it without him.”

The participating coach, meanwhile, did not work directly with a sport scientist in her professional capacity – instead conducting her own notational analysis – though reported that it would be “highly desirable” to foster exactly such collaboration; in short, to:

“...have somebody come in and just [do] the stats and the interpretation of them rather than [me] watching, coaching and trying to do something else.”

And similarly, regarding her own experience of using notational analysis:

“[Notational analysis] was really difficult to do when you are watching the game, coaching, substitutes, distractions like getting subs warmed up,
watching the umpire. I think you need it to be your one job and one job only for it to be successful.”

Consonant with the work Hughes and Bartlett [23], which maintains that collaboration between sport scientists and coaches is instrumental for the success of notational analytic systems, both participants above identify the reflexive importance of the “coach” and “scientist” roles in systemic implication. These roles are, however, both in principle (as outlined by the coach) and practice (as outlined by the scientist) fairly fixed at the primordial sites of actually doing notational analysis; fundamentally, and where both are involved, the coach ideally “directs” and the scientist ideally “collects.” Moreover, although the athlete’s performance is both the subject and object of notational analysis by definition, athletes themselves (in all three participant accounts) were accorded minimal access to the technical process via “gate points” within the social (i.e. interpersonal) process; essentially, the athletes were actively alienated from the means by which outputs related to them are generated and, critically, this was taken as given by coach and scientist alike. In several places in the data, the scientist can be seen to explicitly emphasize the “necessary” black-boxing of the notational analysis process, on the grounds of the athlete’s capacity to actually comprehend:

“...no, no, no...the athlete, it is too much for him, it is too over him, we can’t give the athlete all the information we gather because he is not going to cope with that.”

And:

“[We provided] the information that we wanted to provide, which was not always everything, it was never everything because it is too much.”
Similarly the coach also maintained that athletes not only were, but should be excluded from the process:

“The notation is the first step in identifying or confirming there is an issue. I don’t believe the notation would go directly to a player to be honest as by just saying to them you are not catching the ball or not receiving this pass I don’t think a player especially at under-19 level could work why she is not receiving it.”

This matter, in particular, raises the inevitable dilemma of the “self-fulfilling prophecy” where matters of exclusion or restriction are concerned [43]; i.e. if athletes are actively debarred from participating in notational analytic processes, then there is no practical arena being provided in which they may acquire the pertinent skills and capital to engage in that process, and thereby the grounds for their exclusion further ossify.

There can be little doubt that notational analysis is demonstrably used as part of the process of improving performance, and there is widespread (and growing) consensus regarding its efficacy in this respect. While, at the elite level in particular this instrumentality is (and arguably should be) the abiding concern, it might be contended that the “locking-out” of the athlete from the process itself reflects a short-termist, ends-oriented technical rationality – loosely, what Max Weber [44] famously termed zweckrationalität – to the very concept of “what is effective.” The assumption of incapacity, it is fair to say, rarely expedites multifaceted skill development. What, we may ask, could be the more subtle social-psychological gains
of allowing athletes to challenge themselves intellectually as well as physically? What might be the longitudinal performance gains of them feeling included, or valued in *this* way? Research in the humanistic tradition, i.e. that which is philosophically rooted in the work of Carl Rogers [45, 46] and Abraham H. Maslow [47, 48], has recurrently argued that the empowerment of athletes through their inclusion in a variety of decision-making activities can have variety of a positive performance-functional outcomes [49]. In particular, Mageau and Vallerand [50], building on the work of Deci and Ryan [51], suggest that providing athletes with greater autonomy can have a constructive impact on motivation. Furthermore, authors who specifically consider the pedagogic role of the coach suggest that the encouragement of athletes to engage in decision-making, and in structured reflection upon their own performance, can have significant benefits both educationally and socially [52-54]. To paraphrase Maslow [48] himself, “self-actualisation” is seldom achieved by those who have little choice but to rely on extrinsic regulation.

Data from this study suggest that notational analysis as presently practiced, thus, may be a device through which imbalanced power dynamics between athletes, coaches and sport scientists are reproduced. As the interviewed athlete explicitly claimed:

“We were never given the option to say you want to do it or not, how do you think it is going? Is it beneficial towards us or not? We were never given that kind of control.”

---

1 This “athlete-centrism,” the placement of the developmental needs of athletes at the very heart of the sport process, is consistent across much humanistic and holistic research [59] and, while recognising the potential motivational, educational and social benefits of a holistic and empowering approach to working with athletes, however, it is important to consider that holism is itself a culturally-specific concept; “degrees” of holism are an important consideration for practitioners [60] and thus practitioners may include athletes in their process to greater and lesser extents.
The coaching-specific research of Cushion and colleagues [55, 56] and Potrac & Jones [57] indicates that power-relationships in sport settings are highly complex phenomena in need of more expansive study. The specific role-configurations described by all participants herein, for example, confirm (with respect to the phenomenon of “doing notational analysis”) clear accordance of primacy to that of the coach, and something of a subordinate status to that of the athlete.

CONCLUSIONS

Using an inductive, qualitative approach, this study has investigated the notational analysis process from the perceptions of a sport Scientist, international coach and athlete from three distinct sports. Results of the study identified four key themes relating to notational analysis itself;

1. The athlete is both the object and receiver of the notational analysis process, but has little access to the process beyond this.

2. The coach acts as an input gatekeeper between the athlete and the notation analysis process.

3. A nuanced and symbiotic relationship exists between the sport scientist and the coach when handling collected data, and developing notational analysis outputs (Immutable Mobiles), but this process is kept largely opaque to the athlete (Black-Boxed).
4. A further ‘gate’ exists between the athlete and the Immutable Mobile, via which the mobile itself is presented in redacted form according the athlete’s presumed capacity to understand it.

Future work grounding and dimensionalising [58] the understanding of the use of notational analysis across larger samples and contexts – including, for example, ability levels – which considers the role of the athlete in notational analysis is recommended to assist practitioners as they apply notational analysis systems in the field.

It should be noted, moreover, that the data also insinuate potentially important issues relating to the role of the scientist. While the coach is both an essential and central component in the practical process of notational analysis, and the athlete is essential (as “raw material”) but largely excluded via the active black-boxing of the analytic process by coaches (and to a lesser degree, scientists), the scientist is central, but also optional. This portrayal of the sport scientist’s role herein as a “hired hand,” albeit a skilled one, will doubtless be familiar to many in the profession. While some scientists do indeed have sustained involvement with particular athletes and teams over substantial durations, it is more common for such involvement to be ephemeral. It may well be contended that there is a space for further investigation of the relationship between role-specific images promoted in the business of doing sport science, and the professional self-images and expectations of scientists themselves. In short, there may well be another self-fulfilling prophecy to explore in terms of programmatic designs and execution; do we think (and act) short-term when we expect short-term? In line with the above observations regarding the potential social-psychological value of integrating the athlete more thoroughly into the technical
process of notational analysis, the “stabilising” of scientists’ roles within the social process may have significant import both for the development of specific notational systems, and for the advancement of the broader technique.
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Table 1: Athlete as “Object” and “Audience” of Notational Analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coach</strong></td>
<td>“We knew it wasn’t working and wanted to know was it a certain player……”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientist</strong></td>
<td>“We give the athlete information we need to give him to achieve the goal.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Athlete</strong></td>
<td>“We would play a game on a Sunday then we would have individual analysis through video tape and through stats of tackles made and missed runs, the distance we ran and what position of the field we ran it.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Coach as Input “Gatekeeper”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coach</strong></td>
<td>“It was the coaching team that made the decision [what to notate]. We weren’t sure of the stage it was breaking down was it going to the corner or was it on a cross court ball. ”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“We just wanted to see where it was breaking down to be honest. We knew it wasn’t working and wanted to know was it a certain player……”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientist</strong></td>
<td>“Because it was required by the coach.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Because the coach wanted to do notation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“To see if we could modify profiles of the guys from the coach demand.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Athlete</strong></td>
<td>“A new coach came in, new ideas and he said this is what we will be doing.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It is not like we were given a choice it was just put to us.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Coach as Output “Gatekeeper”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Coach** | • “The notation is the first step in identifying or confirming there is an issue. I don’t believe the notation would go directly to a player to be honest…”  
• “The interpretation of notational is really for me to see if it is going wrong yes or no…”  
• “If you were getting all this information and all this negative information, I think it has to be in stages.” |
| **Scientist** | • “…no, no, no…the athlete it is too much for him, it is too over him, we can’t give the athlete all the information we gather because he is not going to cope with that.”  
• “It was provided to the athlete the information that we wanted to provide which was not always everything, it was never everything because it is too much.” |
| **Athlete** | • “We were never given the option to say you want to do it or not, how do you think it is going? Is it beneficial towards us or not? We were never given that kind of control.”  
• Interviewer: “Who was conducting the analysis, who was doing the analysis when?” Athlete: “I honestly couldn’t say.”  
• “We found out quite quickly what we were aiming for when we had the feedback off him.” |
Table 4: Symbiotic, Black-Boxed Activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Coach** | • “There is not a massive amount (of literature) on netball as far as I am aware and also getting access to that literature if you’re not in an university (is difficult).”  
• “It was really useful when done properly. Again I start off with the negatives here but it was really difficult to do when you are watching the game, coaching, substitutes, distractions, getting subs warmed up, watching the umpire. I think you need it to be your one job and one job only for it to be successful.”  
• “If possible have somebody come in and just doing the stats and the interpretation of them rather than watching coaching and trying to do something else.”  
• “The head coach is very experienced, coaching national level for about 20 years and very much uses her experiences.” |
| **Scientist** | • “We get the information with the videos and we analyse that with the tool in Tae Kwan Do specifically and then we normally watch it together.”  
• “Coach and myself we done everything, he couldn’t do it without me, I couldn’t do it without him.”  
• “I did the theoretical background and I gave him homework.”  
• “If they are just specific tactical aspects the coach might be leading but then the way we introduce the training we do it together, but I didn’t know anything about Tae Kwan Do so he decides even this matter.” |